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8 REASONS FOR TOURING SWEDEN’S 
NORTHERNMOST REGIONS
VÄSTERNORRLAND – VÄSTERBOTTEN – NORRBOTTEN

65° 51' 52.643'' N
15° 6' 25.837'' E
Kungsleden – Vindelfjällen



1 Västernorrland, Västerbotten and Norrbotten are far 
away from the routes much-frequented by package 

deal tourism. Vast stretches of the counties are virtually 
untouched, and Västerbotten in particular is seen as an 
insider tip with almost limitless opportunities – from white-
water rafting on the “Vindelälven” river to trekking along the 
Kungsleden to sociable tastings in craft breweries.

2 Be it a warm summer day or a rough Atlantic low 
pressure zone: Experiences in northern Sweden are 

always intense. Nowhere else are you made so aware of 
the extreme differences between the seasons. Midnight sun 
in summer, Northern Lights in winter. Warm summer days 
in August, bone-chilling cold with temperatures well below 
freezing in December.

3 Nature supplies impressions that become imprint-
ed on your mind and could not be more diversified: 

Extensive forests and moors, wild rivers and waterfalls, 
thousands of coastal islands, beautiful mountain peaks in 
the Fjäll.

4 Seeing animals in the wild is something very special. 
Encounters with reindeers are almost guaranteed in 

northern Sweden; the herds of the Sami are common in 
many parts of the Fjäll. With a bit of luck you may catch 
sight of an elk, snow fox or fish eagle. 

5 Norrbotten and parts of Västerbotten – like stretches 
of Finland, Norway, Iceland, Greenland, Canada, Alaska 

and Russia – belong to the Arctic region. Up there on the 
Arctic Circle it is peaceful and secluded; it’s perfect for 
anyone seeking to take a break from today’s hectic life.

6 Gourmets will be delighted by Nordic cuisine. The best 
of what the regions have to offer lands on the table. 

Treasures of nature – berries, herbs, mushrooms, fish and 
game specialities – play the leading role in many kitchens.

7 Scandinavia offers the very best conditions for ex-
tended trekking tours and flexible camping adventures. 

This is made possible by the everyman’s right which allows 
hiking and camping everywhere in the wilderness. The only 
exceptions are fenced-off private land and farmlands.

8 Eight seasons and the endless landscapes leave their 
mark on the people (…statistically, there is 4 square 

kilometres of space for every inhabitant of northern Swe-
den). Those interested in the country and its people can 
meet fascinating characters at ice hockey games, festivals, 
markets or over a casual cup of coffee.
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63° NORTH – EXPLORING UMEÅ
HUSKY TOUR, CULTURE & CUISINE IN NORTHERN SWEDEN

Västerbotten calling! In Umeå, visitors are dazzled by its fine cuisine 
which can compete with the best restaurants from around the world, 
not to mention the northernmost opera on the planet and the fantastic 
gallery and a landscape which enchants nature lovers right in front of 
the delightful town. It’s a fascinating mix which is just a 50-minute 
plane journey north of Stockholm.

Close to Umeå, you can also fulfil your dream of going dog sledging. The 
husky tour comes neither with a chauffeur nor a programme. This is an 
active adventure which requires a little bit of courage. Each participant 
steers his or her own sledge. Before you start, you get to know the 
dogs and the most important piece of equipment on the sledge: the 
brake. Afterwards, you’ll travel through the magical nature of northern 
Sweden – accompanied by a professional musher.

For the well-earned refreshments in the evening, we’ll book a table for 
you at a highly-recommended restaurant. Umeå is well-known for its 
creative cuisine. Several restaurants have made it into the renowned 
“White Guide”, Sweden’s answer to the Michelin Guide. On the way 

back to the hotel, you can take a break and have a home-brewed beer 
in “Lottas Krog” or in the “Juliette” bar. With a bit of luck, you might 
even see a first-class light show during your stay: aurora borealis – the 
northern lights.

And many other adventures are just around the corner: Pedalling hard 
during a fatbike tour. In Björnlandet National Park, strolls through the 
lonely forests and lakelands beckon. A visit to the Umeå gallery is an-
other exciting experience – contemporary Swedish and international art 
is on display. And you can experience first-class ice-hockey in various 
places, for example in Umeå, Skellefteå and Örnsköldsvik.

Arrival: At your own discretion | e.g. flight with SAS via Stockholm to Umeå

Start & destination of the tour: Umeå (Hotel)

Travel dates: 10 – 13 March 2022 
January – March: Individual travel dates by arrangement.

Travel time: 4 days | 3 nights

Tour price: Per person in a double room: € 698.— | Surcharge for a single room: € 169.—

Participants: Minimum of 16 | maximum of 20 persons

You can request detailed travel information at any time via e-mail: info@coast-to-fjaell.se
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Luleå
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ARCTIC ADVENTURE LULEÅ
DREAM SPOT FOR WINTER ADVENTURES & OPEN AIR GOURMETS

If you travel 900 kilometres north of Stockholm, you’ll be immersed in 
the fascinating landscape of Norrbotten. Up here, the unspoilt nature 
takes centre stage and winter still feels like winter. Luleå, a mini metro-
polis with a flair for adventure, is the ideal starting point.

Luleå delights with the perfect mix of nature, sports and cuisine. Light 
pollution is low and, with a bit of luck, you’ll glimpse the fascinating 
northern lights from September to the beginning of April. The Arctic  Circle 
is around 110 kilometres away and directly in front of the coast is an 
archipelago of more than 700 islands. In winter, the bay between the 
northern and southern harbour is transformed into a unique icescape 
with wide routes on which ice-skaters and walkers do their rounds. The 
natural network of routes goes all the way to Gråsjälören Island. At the 
weekend, freshly-baked waffles and hot drinks are offered here, a “lions 
flag” on display is the sign that the waffle iron is hot. 

The interior of the country is also intoxicatingly beautiful. A tour with a 
dream backdrop will take you along the river Piteälven to the Storforsens 
nature reserve. With unbridled power, the mass of the Storforsen waters 
cleaves its way through rugged ice. An impressive spectacle of nature 
which can be viewed at close proximity: Narrow paths and wooden walk-
ways invite you to stroll along the shore.

Another worthwhile excursion is to “Gammelstad”. The historic church 
town with more than 400 buildings, grouped around the neo-Gothic cruci-
form church – the Luleå Cathedral has been declared a UNESCO World 
Heritage site.

In winter, one of the most exciting activities is a guided tour over the 
frozen sea with fatbikes. The three-hour programme starts directly at  
the hotel and includes a lunch which is prepared over an open fire. Should 
the ice tracks be closed, an alternative forest is available nearby.

Tours

Arrival: At your own discretion | e.g. flight with SAS via Stockholm to Luleå

Start & destination of the tour: Luleå (hotel)

Travel dates: 17 – 20 March 2022 
January – March: Individual travel dates by arrangement.

Travel time: 4 days | 3 nights

Tour price: Per person in a double room: € 598.— | Surcharge for a single room: € 198.—

Participants: Minimum of 16 | maximum of 20 persons

You can request detailed travel information at any time via e-mail: info@coast-to-fjaell.se
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Mårdseleforsen
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MIDNIGHT SUN ACTIVITIES
HUSKY HIKE, WHITE WATER RAFTING & HIGH COAST HIKE

With more than 40 rapids, the pristine Vindelälven river ranks amongst 
the best rafting territories in Europe. The “Höga Kusten” coastal region 
also has addictive potential. The guided hiking tour leads along the 
seashore to stupendous granite cliffs and one of the most beautiful 
picnic areas in the whole of Scandinavia. And during a husky hike you 
will experience the fabulous nature of northern Sweden with real power 
at your side.

Their barking alone makes it clear who you’re dealing with: Siberian 
 Huskies. It’s not just in winter that sledge dogs are in their element; 
they also need lots of exercise in summer. A hike with these powerful 
animals – which can pull ten times their own weight – is an exhilarating 
experience; Västerbotten’s breathtaking nature is the perfect backdrop.

On the following day you’ll go rafting. With lots of rapids, the pristine 
 Vindelälven river ranks amongst the best rafting waters in Europe. 
Equipped with wetsuits, helmets and life jackets, the crystal clear white 
water is tackled in teams.

To top it all off, there’s the tour to the Skuleskogen National Park. The 
park is part of the impressive “Höga Kusten” landscape. Its nature – 
sometimes dramatic, sometimes mellow – will get you hooked. A narrow 
path, which meanders through wonderful pine forests, leads to a hidden 
promontory. This is the perfect spot for a picnic.

The starting point of the trip is Umeå. With around 140,000 inhabitants –  
of which 37,000 are students – Umeå is the biggest town in northern 
Sweden. In the summer months, a fresh northern wind and showers  
are just as likely as long sunny periods. The average age in Umeå is  
just 38 years and its cultural and culinary reputation in and outside  
Scandinavia is – quite rightly – absolutely outstanding.

Tours

Arrival: At your own discretion | e.g. flight with SAS via Stockholm to Umeå

Start & destination of the tour: Umeå (hotel)

Travel dates: 29 June – 03 July 2022 
July – August: Individual travel dates by arrangement.

Travel time: 5 days | 4 nights

Tour price: Per person in a double room: € 768.— | Surcharge for a single room: € 229.—

Participants: Minimum of 24 | maximum of 28 persons

You can request detailed travel information at any time via e-mail: info@coast-to-fjaell.se
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NEW NORDIC FLAVOURS
TRENDY CRAFT BEERS & FANTASTIC REGIONAL CUISINE

Wild, unbridled, surprising: On this trip, you’ll get to know the full-blooded 
creative brewers of the Swedish craft beer movement. We’ll also take 
you to the hippest representatives of natural and regional Nordic cuisine 
... fantastic sensations for your pallet guaranteed! Welcome to northern 
Sweden – welcome to a top-notch culinary road trip.

Enjoy food and drink together, discover new flavours and spend an event-
ful time in one of the most beautiful landscapes in Europe. The best way 
to learn about a region in an authentic way is to eat your way through 
the regional cuisine; experience flavours and aromas. Gourmets espe-
cially will be delighted with Nordic cuisine. The best of the region will be 
served; nature’s treasures – berries, herbs, mushrooms, fish and game 
specialities – play a leading role in much of the cuisine.

Right now, Umeå is still a hidden gem. Seven restaurants in this  
Nordic mini metropolis have won a place in the renowned “White Guide”. 
“Umeå is a destination for gourmets,” the Lonely Planet aptly concludes. 
The top address is “Rex Brasserie”, whose kitchen crew is renowned for 
their extravagant menus. We also visit the most creative heads of the 
northern Swedish craft beer scene. Twenty years ago, the Swedish state 
brewery “Pripps Blå” dominated the local market with its consistently  

 unspectacular beers. Nowadays, innovative microbreweries delight beer 
connoisseurs with carefully brewed creations full of character. They  
experiment with new recipes and special kinds of malt and hops; they 
brew Nordic beers without additives and artificial flavourings.

You’ll whet your appetite on strolls through the magnificent nature along 
the route. With a bit of luck you might even see a first class light show 
during your stay (from September to the end of March): the northern 
lights, aurora borealis. If the northern lights are out, we start an “aurora 
call”, i.e. we ensure that all the participants are informed.

Tours

Luleå

Arrival: At your own discretion | e.g. flight with SAS via Stockholm to Sundsvall | 
return flight from Luleå

Start & destination of the tour: Sundsvall (hotel) | Luleå (airport)

Travel dates: 06 – 10 July 2022
January – December: Individual travel dates by arrangement.

Travel time: 5 days | 4 nights

Tour price: Per person in a double room: € 992.— | Surcharge for a single room: € 145.—

Participants: Minimum of 32 | maximum of 40 persons

You can request detailed travel information at any time via e-mail: info@coast-to-fjaell.se
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Umeå
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TRUE NORTH. ACTIVE IN SWEDEN.  
FOR GOURMET WITH A BACKPACK & HIKING BOOTS.

Deep forests, wild rivers, endless views, unspoilt coastal landscapes, 
nice people and first-class regional cuisine. It’s easy to fall head over 
heels in love with the regions of Västernorrland and Västerbotten. 
 During the day, guided hikes are on the agenda, in the evenings, lovers 
of Scandinavian cuisine will come into their own.

“Huskies first” is the motto after the first night in Umeå. A hike with 
 Siberian huskies is one of the most active ways of exploring the wonderful 
landscape in Northern Sweden. If you drive your “own” husky team, you’ll 
have to prove your fortitude. The strength of these bundles of  energy 
seems unlimited. After the tour – while the huskies get their strokes – a 
fire is lighted and a tasty lunch is prepared. In the afternoon, you’ll ramble 
through Mårdseleforsens Nature Reserve. Via several  bridges, you can 
reach the islands in the middle of the Vindelälven river … the view over 
the rapids is spectacular.

Other natural treasures take centre stage during the other two days. 
We’ll follow rivers whose waters are so clear that you can drink from 
them. And we’ll visit country estates which will delight you with  naturally- 
prepared meals. Unforgettable moments step by step. All the way up to 
the Höga Kusten (“High Coast”) UNESCO World Heritage site. A dream 

tour of around two hours along the Höga Kusten Stigen will lead up 
to the Skuleberget summit with its fantastic views over the wonderful 
coastal landscape: Sea as far as the eye can see! Once you’ve reached 
the top, you’ll enjoy fresh waffles in an absolute dreamlike setting …  
A picture-postcard panorama (at least in good weather).

At the end of every day in the wild, we’ll return to comfort in Umeå. This 
mini metropolis in Northern Sweden provides several places where you 
can toast the experiences of the day. How practical that the chosen hotel 
is just a short walk from several bars and restaurants.

Tours

Arrival: At your own discretion | e.g. flight with SAS via Stockholm to Umeå

Start & destination of the tour: Umeå (hotel)

Travel dates: 10 – 14 August 2022 
June – September: Individual travel dates by arrangement.

Travel time: 5 days | 4 nights

Tour price: Per person in a double room: € 785.— | Surcharge for a single room: € 229.—

Participants: Minimum of 24 | maximum of 28 persons

You can request detailed travel information at any time via e-mail: info@coast-to-fjaell.se
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ROYAL GARDENING CULTURE & URBAN WILDERNESS
FAVOURITE PLACES IN AND AROUND STOCKHOLM

Stockholm Special Tour

Royal palaces and parks, important sights, thousands of islands directly in front of the city and a relaxed attitude 
towards life: It’s exactly this mixture which makes Stockholm so unique. Experience Stockholm – the city visitors 
rave about!

Archipelago & Grinda Island
During a boat trip to Grinda, you can catch the fresh air and get a view 
over one of the most beautiful coastal landscapes in Scandinavia. Once 
you arrive on Grinda, you have around three hours to explore the  island 
on your own and make it a very personal experience. If you’d like a 
 spontaneous picnic, you can get fresh fruit, bakery products and drinks 
from a small shop in the village.

Tyresta National Park
In the Tyresta National Park, half an hour away from Stockholm’s urban 
jungle, nature is in charge. You’ll see wonderful streams, deep blue lakes, 
swamps and moorland as well as trees which are covered in mosses and 
lichen. A refuge which is best explored on foot: an experienced guide will 
accompany you for about two hours.

Stockholm

Highlights of the trip

Drottningholm Palace Gardens
Drottningholm Palace is the private residence of the Swedish royal 
 Bernadotte family and likewise one of the most popular destinations in 
Sweden. A private tour through the wonderful palace gardens leads you 
through avenues, ponds and canals well worth seeing. Perfect for nature 
lovers, gardening enthusiasts and active explorers.

Royal Djurgården Island
On Djurgården, we visit Rosendals Trädgård. The gardens are a green 
paradise of greenhouses, apple trees, meadows and a café with its own 
in-store bakery. The idea came about because of a love for gardens and 
home-grown food, and so to inspire as many visitors as possible about 
sustainable and healthy living.
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General information:
In order to keep transfers at a minimum, we have chosen a hotel in a 
prime location opposite Stockholm Main Station with a perfect connection 
to Arlanda Airport. 

Services: 3 nights/breakfast as well as a programme according to the trip 
description: guided tour of Drottningholm Royal Gardens including entry 
fee; visit of Rosendals Trädgård Gardens including lunch; guided walk to 
the quay and ships which depart in the direction of the Archipelago; boat 
trip to Grinda and back; 1 x table reservation in the evening; 1 x evening 
menu in a traditional restaurant; 1 x evening menu in the hotel; accompa-
nied ramble through Tyresta National Park; transfers in an air-conditioned 
coach on the second and fourth day of the trip. Travel documents with 
tips for more activities and sights.

Transfers from the airport to the hotel and back, dinner on the first day 
of the trip as well as personal expenses are not included.

Arrival: At your own discretion | e.g. flight with SAS to Stockholm

Start & destination of the tour: Stockholm (hotel)

Travel dates: 14 – 17 August 2022 
April – October: Individual travel dates by arrangement.

Travel time: 4 days | 3 nights

Tour price: Per person in a double room: € 698.— | Surcharge for a single room: € 339.—

Participants: Minimum of 28 | maximum of 32 persons

You can request detailed travel information at any time via e-mail: info@coast-to-fjaell.se



Nordic Hideaways

YOUR PRIVATE 
OUTDOOR CAMP
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Umeå

GRANHOLMSSUNDET
64° 13' 16.3" N  21° 05' 46.1" E

LAGE
Västerbotten/Northern Sweden
Granholmssundet – approx. 78 kilometres  
north of Umeå

Nearest airports
Umeå Airport:  79 km
Skellefteå Airport:  62 km





In winter, six pairs of snowshoes are available for individual forays. A dog sled tour 
through snowy northern Sweden is available via a husky station in the area. Directly on 
site, the open-air barbecue area is perfect for ending eventful days around the camp-
fire with a winter BBQ under the stars while eating, drinking and enjoying each other’s 
company. And, on clear evenings, with a bit of luck, you can experience a spectacle of 
the highest order – snuggled up in sleeping bags: Aurora Borealis – the Northern Lights.  

Nature also plays the undisputed leading role in summer. Long days, bright nights and 
the location of the outdoor camp on a bay invite you to take part in numerous activities. 
Two sea kayaks, mountain bikes and fishing sets are available for individual adventures.
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DESCRIPTION
A trip to the unspoilt nature of Scandinavia with family and/or friends is perfect for 
bonding – an experience that everyone involved will talk about for many years to come.

We have the perfect retreat for your unforgettable outdoor adventure in the far north: 
an outdoor camp – exclusively bookable for up to six people on a self-catering basis – in 
the midst of an indescribably beautiful landscape. Located in Västerbotten, 78 kilometres 
north of Umeå (northern Sweden), you can experience the true Nordic life at any time 
of year. The camp has three MicroCabins made of local natural wood and a stuga with 
a fully equipped kitchen, shower and toilet. 



MicroCabin 

Ronja

MicroCabin 

Lisbeth

MicroCabin 

Bootsmann

Sailors Ahoy 
kayaks for free use  
(life jackets are available  
in the “Lina” stuga)

Five star cuisine 
barbecue under the open sky

Lina
Shower, toilet & kitchen

P

FACILITIES
Smaller than a chalet, bigger than a tent: The simple but sturdy MicroCabins are made 
for all seasons. A protective room – made of natural wood – stretches over a minimalist 
interior which is equipped with electric heating, light, sockets and a wood-burning stove. 
In addition, each MicroCabin has a private terrace that offers a magnificent view of the 
bay and the great outdoors.

Total: 3 MicroCabins
Occupancy: 1–2 persons per MicroCabin

From A for adventure to Z for Zen.
Far from the beaten track, everything revolves around the untouched beauty 
of nature. Feel the power of wild water. Catch a fish for your dinner. Experience 
the bright  midsummer nights or look up at the romantic starry sky. Just relax 
and read your favourite book in peace and quiet – you alone determine the 
programme and pace of your holiday in Northern Sweden!
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PRICE EXCLUSIVE OUTDOOR CAMP
all-inclusive price for the camp per night:

PRICE PER MICROCABIN & NIGHT: 

 Included: 
 » 3 MicroCabins
 » 1 stuga including kitchen, shower & toilet
 » 1 BBQ area
 » Dream location on a bay
 »  Summer equipment*:  

2 sea kayaks – 2 mountain bikes – 2 fishing sets
 » Winter equipment*: 6 pairs of snowshoes
 » for up to six persons on a self-catering basis

 Included: 
 » 1 MicroCabin
 »  Shared use of the stuga (including kitchen, shower & toilet) & 

the BBQ area
 »  Dream location on a bay
 »  Summer equipment*:  

2 sea kayaks – 2 mountain bikes – 2 fishing sets
 »  Winter equipment*: 6 pairs of snowshoes
 »  for up to two persons on a self-catering basis

 Service charge per stay: € 120,— 
  Electricity for three MicroCabins & the stuga, provision of  

firewood & consumables (toilet paper/kitchen rolls),  
laundry (pillowcase/sheet), the deposit of the keys (key box), 
final cleaning of the swept MicroCabins/stuga.

 Service charge per stay: € 50,— 
  Electricity for the MicroCabin & the stuga, provision of  

firewood & consumables (toilet paper/kitchen rolls),  
laundry (pillowcase/sheet), the deposit of the keys (key box).

 Optional: Sleeping bag (rent & cleaning) per stay: € 38,— 

  Further information: Minimum stay: 2 nights. The prices quoted include local taxes. 
*Equipment free of charge by arrangement/according to availability.

  Please bring: Food, sleeping bag, towel. During the winter months, warm clothing including a hat, gloves and head torch  
are an absolute must.

  Good to know: Transfers to the starting points of activities are often necessary; a rental car provides flexibility.

Travel dates: Bookable all year round, minimum 2 persons. Round trip & transfers: individual.  
Extensions: Additional nights – for example in Umeå – possible on request.

Consultation & Booking
Phone: +49 711 34248885  
Web: www.coast-to-fjaell.se  
e-mail: info@coast-to-fjaell.se

PRICES 2022

€ 250,– € 99,–



COAST TO FJÄLL
ABOUT US



Coast to Fjäll

 
OUR RESPONSIBILITY
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Northern Sweden is not a theme park. It’s a sensitive ecosystem 
which needs to be protected.
We have the utmost respect for nature and people. Therefore, we tread 
through the Scandinavian landscape as considerately as possible. If 
the programme leads right through nature, we split up the participants. 
 Smaller groups guarantee a more intensive experience and they’re also 
usually quieter which means less stress for the animals.

When buying equipment, we try to invest in articles with a long lifespan 
whose manufacturers also offer repairs or repair sets. When buying 
equipment with down – for example sleeping bags – we especially take 
into consideration that the animals were treated humanely and the manu-
facturers adhere to the Responsible Down Standard (RDS) (at the least).

En route, we use healthy food which was produced locally – that doesn’t 
just include restaurants but also what we put in the lunch  boxes. 
 Obviously we ensure that every rest area and campsite is left how we 
found it.

You won’t need CO2 compensation payments to climate protection 
organisations.
Hikes and bike tours are some of the most climate-friendly ways of 
 getting around. For longer distances, which are quite usual in Northern 
Sweden, a coach booked to capacity is the best alternative.

During our “TRUE NORTH” group tour, we travel a total of 710 kilometres 
on the road from the hotel (Umeå) to the airport (Umeå Airport), for 
 example. That’s a distance which causes 21.3 kg CO2 emissions per 
 person (basis for the calculation: 30g CO2 per person and kilometre 
proportionate in a coach). But you won’t have to buy yourself a good 
conscience for your COAST TO FJÄLL tour. CO2 compensation payments 
to climate protection organisations aren’t necessary. As an organiser 
and intermediary of Nordland tours, we invest in reforestation, which 
compensates unavoidable emissions which are caused by transfers. The 
renewable wood of a 10-hectare forest binds around 10 tons of CO2 – 
based on the average age of the trees. And that is year after year.
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64° 13’ 16.3’ N
21° 5’ 46.1’’ E
Granholmssundet

Photo: Johan Vall | www.johanvallpix.com



Coast to Fjäll

GENERAL TERMS & CONDITIONS
1. Conclusion of the travel contract

Bookings made in writing or by email are subject to the following provisions:
1.1 By making a booking (registering for travel), the customer makes an offer to 
COAST TO FJÄLL to conclude the travel contract with binding effect.
1.2 The contract shall be formed when the booking confirmation (declaration 
of acceptance) of COAST TO FJÄLL is received. Upon or immediately after the 
 conclusion of the contract, COAST TO FJÄLL shall send the customer confirmation 
of the booking in written or electronic form. 
With regard to e-commerce bookings (e.g. online) the conclusion of contracts is 
subject to the following provisions:
1.3 The electronic booking process is explained to the customer in the respective 
application.
1.4 The customer will have the option to correct his/her entries or delete or reset 
the entire booking form, and the use of this option will be explained.
1.5 By clicking on “Book” or a similar formulation, the customer makes an offer to 
COAST TO FJÄLL to conclude the travel contract with binding effect.
1.6 The customer will receive an electronic confirmation stating that his/her regis-
tration for travel was received without undue delay (acknowledgement of receipt).
1.7 The fact that the registration for travel is transmitted by clicking on the button 
does not give rise to a claim by the customer that a contract will be formed.
1.8 The contract is only formed upon the customer’s receipt of the booking 
 confirmation from COAST TO FJÄLL.
1.9 COAST TO FJÄLL emphasises that, in accordance with legal provisions of 
sections 312(7), 312g(2) sentence 1 no. 9 BGB), there is no right of revocation 
for travel contracts pursuant to Section 651a and 651c BGB concluded by dis-
tance selling (letters, emails, online services); instead, the customer has statutory 
rights of withdrawal and termination, especially the right of withdrawal pursuant 
to  Section 651h BGB.

2. Services and Prices

2.1 The scope of the services, which COAST TO FJÄLL is obliged to perform, is 
set out in the contents of the booking confirmation in association with the tour 
description valid at the time of the tour.
2.2 Connecting journeys (outward journey to the starting point of the tour/return 
journey from the destination of the tour) must be organised and booked by the 
customer himself.

3. Payment

3.1 A down payment of 25% of the travel price is due for payment following contract 
conclusion (receipt of the booking confirmation) and receipt of the risk coverage 
certificate pursuant to Section 651 r BGB in conjunction with Article 252 EGBGB.
3.2 Payment is made by credit card or bank transfer directly to COAST TO FJÄLL, 
depending on the payment method chosen by the customer.
3.3 The outstanding amount shall fall due 30 days before the start of the trip 
insofar as the risk coverage certificate has been issued and COAST TO FJÄLL 
can no longer exercise its right of revocation for the reasons set out in 5. Where 
bookings are made within 30 days of the start of the trip, the travel price shall be 
due in full without delay insofar as the risk coverage certificate has been issued.
3.4 If the customer does not make the down payment and/or the outstanding 
payment by the agreed due dates, even though COAST TO FJÄLL is willing and able 
to duly render the contractual services and has fulfilled its statutory information 
obligations and the customer does not have a statutory or contractual right of 
retention, COAST TO FJÄLL shall be entitled, after issuing a reminder and setting 
a final deadline, to cancel the travel contract and charge the customer cancellation 
costs as set out in 6.2.
3.5 After full payment for the tour, but no earlier than four weeks before the start 
of the tour, the customer will be issued with his travel documents.

 
4. Changes to contractual content

4.1 Deviations in essential characteristics of the travel services from the agreed 
content of the travel contract which were not caused by COAST TO FJÄLL in bad 
faith and which become necessary after the conclusion of the contract shall be 
permitted vis-à-vis COAST TO FJÄLL before the start of travel if the deviations are 
not of major significance and do not impair the overall nature of the trip booked.
4.2 Changes include: changes to other accommodation, changes in travel times 
and/or routes that may be due to safety or weather conditions.
4.3 COAST TO FJÄLL is obliged to inform the customer of changes to services 
immediately after it becomes aware of the reason.
4.4 If the change affects the content of the travel contract, the customer shall be 
entitled, within a suitable period set by COAST TO FJÄLL, either accept the change 
or cancel the travel contract without charge.
4.5 If the customer does not respond to COAST TO FJÄLL at all or within the 
period set, the communicated change shall be deemed to have been accepted.
 

5. Cancellation of the contract owing to the minimum number of 
participants not being reached

If the minimum number of participants specified in the catalogue or the booking 
confirmation is not reached, COAST TO FJÄLL may cancel the travel contract up 
to 35 days prior to the start of the tour. COAST TO FJÄLL is obliged to inform the 
traveller that the precondition for the cancellation of the tour has been met as 
soon as this situation arises and to send him the cancellation declaration without 
delay. If the trip is not undertaken for this reason, COAST TO FJÄLL must refund 
the customer’s payments made towards the travel price without delay, and in any 
case within 14 days after receipt of the cancellation declaration.

6. Cancellation by the customer before the start of the cruise/ 
cancellation costs

6.1 The customer may cancel the travel contract at any time before the start of 
the tour. A cancellation declaration must be sent to COAST TO FJÄLL. If the trip 
was booked through a travel agent, the cancellation declaration may also be sent 
to this agent.
6.2 In the event of cancellation by the customer, a percentage rate of compensa-
tion for travel arrangements made and expenses incurred shall become payable, 
the amount of which depends on the date when the cancellation declaration is 
received and the expected amount of saved expenses.
The rate of compensation is calculated as follows:
– up to 31 days before begin of the tour 25 %
– 30 days or less before begin of the tour  40 %
– 24 days or less before begin of the tour  50 %
– 17 days or less before begin of the tour 60 %
– 10 days or less before begin of the tour 80 %
–  3 days before begin of the tour or cancellation on the day  

of the begin of the tour or no-show  90 %
6.3 Before the tour begins, the traveller may request, in accordance with Section 
651e BGB, that a third party assume his/her rights and obligations arising from 
the travel contract. Such a declaration shall be deemed timely if COAST TO FJÄLL 
receives it seven days before the start of the tour. COAST TO FJÄLL may refuse 
to accept substitution by the third party if he or she does not satisfy the specific 
travel requirements or if statutory provisions or administrative orders stand in the 
way of his or her participation.
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7. Changes of bookings

After conclusion of the contract, the customer does not have any entitlement to 
changes in respect of the date of the tour, the destination, the place of departure, 
the accommodation or the means of transport (changes to bookings).

8. Unused services

If the customer/traveller does not utilise certain travel services that have been 
offered in the proper way owing to reasons which are his own responsibility  
(e.g. his leaving the tour prematurely or other compelling reasons), he shall not be 
entitled to claim a refund of a proportional amount of the travel price.

9. The traveller’s obligation to provide assistance

9.1 If the trip is not executed free of deficiencies, the traveller may demand  redress. 
The traveller is obliged to notify the tour guide at the travel  destination about the 
deficiencies without delay. If there is no tour guide at the travel  destination, any 
deficiencies in the tour must be reported to COAST TO FJÄLL at its headquarter.
9.2 If a traveller wishes to terminate the travel contract on account of a  travel 
 deficiency of the kind described in Section 651i(2) BGB, if it is significant, 
in  accordance with Section 651l BGB, he/she must grant COAST TO FJÄLL a 
 reasonable period to remedy the situation in advance.

 
10. Limitation of liability

10.1 The contractual liability of COAST TO FJÄLL for damage – excluding physical 
injury and culpably caused damage – is limited to three times the travel price.
10.2 COAST TO FJÄLL is not liable for impairments of performance, personal 
injury or property damage in connection with services for which it has merely 
acted as an agent (e.g. excursions) if these services are explicitly specified in the 
trip advertisement and the booking confirmation as external services, citing the 
name and address of the contractual partner providing the service, in such a way 
that the traveller has been clearly informed that these services are not within the 
scope of the travel services and have been selected separately. Sections 651b, 
651c, 651w and 641y BGB remain unaffected by this.

11. MicroCabins

11.1 MicroCabins may only be occupied by the maximum number of persons stated 
in the description of the cabin. However, the tenant may bring one child under the 
age of three (3) in additional to the maximum number of persons stated.
11.2 If the maximum number of persons is exceeded, COAST TO FJÄLL and 
the  MicroCabin owner are entitled to demand that any persons in excess of the 
 permitted number leave the cabin.
11.3 The tenant can move in after 4:00 pm.
11.4 Tents may not be pitched and campers etc. may not be parked on the site. It is 
the tenant’s obligation to clean the holiday home. Upon departure, the MicroCabin, 
furniture and equipment must be cleaned.
11.5 On the day the rental period ends, the tenant must leave the MicroCabin at 
10:00 am at the latest. Windows and doors have to be closed when leaving the 
MicroCabin in order to avoid damages due to trespass or severe weather.
11.6 When the key for the MicroCabin is picked up, a deposit is required. The 
 deposit payment is made as a guarantee for getting back the key and for the 
tenant leaving the holiday home clean and without any damages at departure.  
Deposit payment for MicroCabins in Sweden: SEK 2.000,-- (2–7 nights)/SEK 3.500,--  
(8–14 nights).
11.7 The tenant may bring up to two (2) pets in the holiday homes marked with a 
dog symbol in the description of the MicroCabin.
11.8 Smoking is prohibited in MicroCabins..
11.9 In case of loss of the key/s the acquisition value will be charged to the guest.

12. Passport, Visa and Health regulations

12.1 Every traveller must carry a valid identity card or passport.
12.2 The customer is responsible for obtaining and carrying the officially required 
travel documents, for any necessary vaccinations and for adherence to customs 
and foreign currency regulations. Any disadvantages which arise as a result of 
non-adherence to these regulations, e.g. the payment of cancellation costs, will 
be charged to the customer.

13. Information on consumer dispute resolution

13.1 COAST TO FJÄLL emphasises in relation to the Act on consumer dispute 
resolution that it does not participate in voluntary consumer dispute resolution.
13.2 For all travel contracts concluded in electronic business transactions, COAST 
TO FJÄLL refers to the European online dispute resolution platform ec.europa.eu/
consumers/odr/.

14. Assignment

Without the consent of COAST TO FJÄLL, the customer cannot transfer (assign) 
claims against COAST TO FJÄLL to third parties in part or in whole. 

 
15. Applicable law and jurisdiction

15.1 German law applies exclusively to the contractual relationship between the 
customer and COAST TO FJÄLL.
15.2 Customers may only bring action against COAST TO FJÄLL at its registered 
office in Stuttgart.
15.3 For action brought by COAST TO FJÄLL against customers, the customer’s 
place of residence is decisive. Stuttgart is agreed as the place of jurisdiction for 
action brought against customers who are merchants, legal entities under public 
or private law or persons whose place of residence or usual abode is abroad or 
whose place of residence or usual abode is unknown at the time the action is filed.
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General information
Our tours and transfers are dependent on the weather. Safety is 
always the number one priority. We explicitly reserve the right to 
change the planned route, especially in the case of poor weather 
conditions and very low temperatures. Short-term decisions are in the 
hands of the local service providers and guides on the spot.

Coast to Fjäll 
Hauptstätter Strasse 63
70178 Stuttgart, Germany
Phone +49 711 34248885
e-Mail info@coast-to-fjaell.se
Web coast-to-fjaell.se


